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Abstract

Spin chains are unusual among many-body quantum systems because it is reasonably

easy to find analytical solutions to their Schrodinger equation; for most many-body sys-

tems, the Schrodinger equation is very difficult to solve, leading to the labeling of these sys-

tems as "chaotic." The dynamics of 19F nuclear spin chains in fluorapatite can be controlled

using solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). We investigate the experimentally-

observed dynamics of "kicked" spin chains—spin chains that have been perturbed by ap-

plied magnetic field pulses—and compare them to simulations based on an idealized ver-

sion of the pulse sequence. These experiments should correspond to an integrable system

and studying the correspondence between the simulations and experiments allows us to

assess our ability to implement the perturbations in the experimental system as a founda-

tion for future work investigating the transition from integrable to chaotic behavior in a

quasi-one-dimensional quantum system.
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Introduction

Systems in classical mechanics can generally be broken into two types: integrable and

non-integrable [2]. An integrable system is one in which, given the initial positions and

momenta of objects in the system, a deterministic and analytically-solvable set of equa-

tions uniquely specifies the dynamics [3]. However, many systems that follow determin-

istic equations of motion cannot be solved analytically and are thus non-integrable; they

display chaotic dynamics. Classically, chaos is thought of as small perturbations leading to

extremely divergent outcomes in the time evolution of a system [4]. In particular, a classical

chaotic system exhibits sensitive dependence on initial conditions and follows determinis-

tic, nonlinear equations of motion [5]. Given perfect knowledge of the initial conditions,

a chaotic system could reduce to an integrable one; however, most real systems are ef-

fectively chaotic because their initial conditions are not known with perfect precision and

their equations of motion do not have simple analytical solutions [3]. As such, the study

of chaotic systems has wide applications in fields where classical mechanics remains a rea-

sonably accurate description of the dynamics. Dynamical billiards, systems in which the

motion of a particle is either in a straight line or reflecting elastically from the boundaries

of the billiard, are an excellent example of a classically chaotic system, as small variations

in initial position or momentum can produce extremely different trajectories after only a

few reflections [6].

The quantum-classical correspondence principle requires that quantum systems in the

macroscopic, high-energy limit behave classically [4], so one might expect some form of
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chaotic behavior to be present in quantum systems. However, several problems arise in

applying the concept of chaos to quantum systems. First of all, dynamical behavior prop-

agated by unitary operators, as we usually observe in quantum mechanics, preserves dis-

tance. That is, for an initial inner product of two states 〈ψ(t0)|φ(t0)〉 evolved by a unitary

operator U(t1, t0), the inner product at time t1 will be 〈ψ(t0)|U †U |φ(t0)〉 = 〈ψ(t0)|φ(t0)〉.

This limits the sensitivity of the dynamics to the initial state of the system, preventing the

exponential divergences seen in classical chaos [2].

Even more fundamentally, the uncertainty principle between incompatible observables

in quantum mechanics is problematic when applied to the idea of trajectories in phase

space, which defines classical chaos [6]. Position and momentum are incompatible ob-

servables (their operators do not commute), so there is some minimum uncertainty in the

determination of initial conditions of a quantum system [3]. Given the basic definition of a

classical chaotic system, particularly the requirement of sensitivity to initial conditions, the

uncertainty principle seems to imply that if a truly chaotic quantum system (i.e. a quantum

system with exponential dependence on an exactly-defined initial state involving comple-

mentary observables) existed, its dynamics would be incalculable. Since some uncertainty

in the initial state is guaranteed, and small changes to the initial state of a chaotic system

lead to large differences in the dynamics (given some time to allow the phase-space trajec-

tories to diverge), the impossibility of exactly determining the initial state would mean that

the time evolution of the system would be impossible to predict. Given these factors, and

the exponential growth of the Hilbert space with the size of the system, it is unsurprising

that the ability to theoretically calculate the dynamics of large quantum systems remains

out of reach [7].

If chaos is not well-defined in quantum mechanics due to the uncertainty principle and

the form of solutions to the Schrödinger equation, how does classical chaos arise from

quantum mechanics, as the correspondence principle demands? To answer this question,

the study of quantum chaos has largely focused on quantum systems with classical ana-
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logues that exhibit chaotic behavior. Over time, researchers have isolated several quantum

markers of classical chaos. One method that is particularly useful and has been applied to

spin chains is studying the distribution of spacings between neighboring energy eigenval-

ues of quantum systems with chaotic and non-chaotic classical analogues. Specifically, the

energy eigenvalue spectra of quantum systems with classical counterparts that are chaotic

exhibit level repulsion, while the spectra of quantum systems that correspond to integrable

classical systems do not [2]. It has been shown for numerous quantum systems, including

the dynamical billiard [8], the kicked top [2], and the Heisenberg spin-1/2 chain [6], that

integrable versions of the system have a Poisson distribution of energy level spacings s:

Pp(s) = e−s. (1)

Energy level repulsion occurs for non-integrable systems, resulting in the level spacing fol-

lowing the Wigner-Dyson distribution, which has a form dependent on the symmetries of

the Hamiltonian of the system [6].

Theoretical modeling of a spin chain in a static magnetic field that is perturbed by in-

troducing a defect in the chain shows energy level repulsion in some cases [6]. The unper-

turbed spin chain is a system that provides an excellent setting for investigating many-body

quantum dynamics due to its low dimensionality and integrability [1], while the perturbed

(or "kicked") spin chain may or may not be integrable depending on how the perturbation

is applied [6]. Numerical studies of the Ising model of the spin chain kicked by a homo-

geneous magnetic field along varying angles in the xz-plane have shown that kicks along

the x- and z-axes have analytical solutions, but some angles and kick strengths show signa-

tures of chaotic behavior [9]. Experimentally-controllable ensembles of spin chains occur

naturally in some crystal structures [10], so they are an accessible system in which to test

theoretical predictions about the dynamics of many-body quantum systems. Theoretical

models of the "kicked spin chain," a spin chain to which small perturbations are applied
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to "kick" the system beyond the analytical regime, have been studied [6, 9, 11]. As such,

spin chains are an excellent system in which to experimentally study the transition between

regular and chaotic behavior.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy can be used to manipulate the Hamil-

tonian of an ensemble of spin chains. We using this method because it has been theoreti-

cally shown that quantum signatures of chaos can be produced in spin chains by perturba-

tion of the internal Hamiltonian in a way that is easily implemented using NMR [9]. We

hope to determine how chaos manifests in the NMR signal of a perturbed, or "kicked,"

spin chain ensemble for which the unperturbed dynamics (which evolve under the double-

quantum Hamiltonian) have a well-known analytical solution.

We are interested in experimentally implementing similar kicks to a system previously

studied in the Ramanathan lab, the spin chains formed by 19F nuclei in crystalline fluora-

patite. The spin chain ensemble in the crystal forms a quasi-1D spin system that can be

experimentally manipulated using NMR spectroscopy and approximated in simulations by

a single spin chain. Our NMR experimental setup has the capability to apply nearly homo-

geneous magnetic field pulses that can act as "kicks" for the spin chains. The motivation

for current and future experiments is to experimentally probe the transition between chaotic

and integrable behavior in spin chains.

Specifically, the work in this thesis was focused on implementing kicks in experiments

and simulations along the z-axis (i.e. in the integrable regime) to test our control of the sys-

tem. The aim is to determine what refinements, if any, should be made to our experimental

procedure in preparation for future experiments that will investigate chaotic behavior, as

well as to provide a basis of analytically-solvable behavior for comparison to experiments

transitioning to the chaotic regime.
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Chapter 1

Background

A spin chain is a linear arrangement of equally-spaced, interacting spins that forms a 1D

quantum system. They are of interest in quantum information as potential short-distance

quantum wires, theoretically capable of perfect quantum state transport from one end of

the chain to the other. They are also an excellent test system for studying many-body

quantum dynamics, as both integrable and non-integrable models exist [12]. In particular,

the spin-1/2 Heisenberg spin chain model has an exact analytical solution if only nearest-

neighbor coupling is considered [13]. Using the same assumption, exact solutions have

been found for the effective Hamiltonian implemented in our experiments, the double-

quantum Hamiltonian [1].

1.1 NMR in an insulator

Nuclear magnetic resonance is a powerful experimental technique based on the fact that

nuclei absorb and re-emit electromagnetic radiation at their particular resonance frequency

[14]. The sample is placed in a strong, static magnetic field ~B0 in order to polarize the

nuclear spins in a particular direction. Then radio-frequency (rf) pulses of a perpendicular

magnetic field ~B1 are applied using a coil to perturb the system. The transverse magne-

tization Mxy is measured using the same coil as the system relaxes to its thermodynamic
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equilibrium state [14].

In quantum-mechanical terms, the measured signal is the trace of the density matrix ρ

times the relevant spin operator [14]. For example, the magnetization in the x-direction,

Mx, corresponds to the expectation value of Îx, which is given by Mx = 〈Îx〉 = Tr[ρIx].

The matrix elements of ρ in a basis |i〉 are defined by ρij = 〈i|ρ̂|j〉. ρ̂ is the density op-

erator, a complex sum of the projectors of the states |ψi〉 given by ρ̂ =
∑

i pi|ψi〉〈ψi| for∑
i pi = 1 [14]. In essence, the density operator is a convenient way to store information

about the average probability of all possible states of the spin ensemble.

The behavior of a single spin in a magnetic field ~B0 = B0ẑ is free precession with

respect to the laboratory frame at the Larmor frequency ω0 = −γB0, where γ is the gyro-

magnetic ratio of the nucleus. This leads to a Zeeman splitting term for each spin in the

system’s Hamiltonian,

Hz =
N∑
i=1

ω0I
i
z (1.1)

where N is the number of spins in the system [6] and ~I = ~/2~σ for the usual Pauli operators

~σ = (σx, σy, σz).

The externally-applied control field adds a term to the Hamiltonian as well, namely

Hrf = ω1(t)
∑
i

I ix cosωrft, (1.2)

where ω1(t) = γB1(t) for the applied field B1(t) [10]. The effective Hamiltonian in the

laboratory frame is

H = Hz +Hrf. (1.3)

Note that the oscillating field in Equation 1.2 can be represented as the linear combination

of two counter-rotating fields, since

cosωrft =
eiωrft + e−iωrft

2
. (1.4)
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1.1.1 The rotating frame

Calculations involving the Hamiltonian in NMR experiments can be greatly simplified by

removing the Zeeman splitting term, which does not contribute to the interesting dynamics

of the system. This is accomplished using the rotating-frame transformation. Rather than

using the Hamiltonian of the laboratory frame, we consider the Hamiltonian in a rotating

frame with the same frequency as the applied magnetic field pulses, ωrf. In this frame,

one component of the rf field appears static while the other appears to be rotating with

frequency −2ωrf.

If the wavefunction of the system is |ψ〉, then we can define a related wavefunction |ψR〉

by rotating |ψ〉 about the z-axis with angular frequency ωrf, so that

|ψR〉 = eiωrftÎz/~ |ψ〉 . (1.5)

The evolution of a wavefunction under a particular Hamiltonian can be found using the

Schrödinger equation,

i~
d

dt
|ψ〉 = H |ψ〉 , (1.6)

so the time dependence of the modified wavefunction |ψR〉 can be written as:

i~
d

dt
|ψR〉 = i~[

i

~
ωrfÎze

iωrftÎz
d

dt
|ψ〉+ eiωrftÎz

d

dt
|ψ〉]

= i~[
i

~
ωrfÎz |ψR〉+ eiωrftÎz(− i

~
H) |ψ〉]

= −ωrfÎz |ψR〉+ [eiωrftÎz/~He−iωrftÎz/~] |ψR〉

= [−ωrfÎz + eiωrftÎz/~He−iωrftÎz/~] |ψR〉

= HR |ψR〉 ,

(1.7)

where HR is the effective Hamiltonian in the rotating frame [14]. It is made up of the

original Hamiltonian H rotated in the same manner as the wavefunction, and another term
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−ωrfÎz along the axis of rotation. For the laboratory frame Hamiltonian in equation 1.3,

HR = −ωrfÎz + eiωrftÎz/~He−iωrftÎz/~

= −ωrfÎz + ω0Îz + ω1Îx

= (ω0 − ωrf)Îz + ω1Îx,

(1.8)

where we have neglected the component of the field moving at −2ωrf [14]. It is evident

from Equation 1.8 that the rotating frame Hamiltonian has no time-dependence, making

calculations much easier. Additionally, if the rf field is very close to the resonance fre-

quency so that ωrf ≈ ω0, the rotating frame Hamiltonian simply depends on the applied

field, e.g.

HR = ω1Îx (1.9)

for an rf pulse in the x-direction.

1.1.2 Dipolar coupling

In addition to the interactions between each spin and the external magnetic field ~B0, spins

interact with each other via dipolar coupling. Classically, the Hamiltonian for dipolar in-

teraction between two spins is:

H12 =
µ0

4π

1

r3
12

[~µ1 · ~µ2 − 3
(~µ1 · ~r12)(~µ2 · ~r12)

~r2
12

], (1.10)

where ~r12 is the displacement vector between the spins. Using ~µ = γ~~I , where γ is the

gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclear species, this can be expressed in terms of the spins as

H12 =
µ0

4π

γ2~2

r3
12

[~I1 · ~I2 − 3
(~I1 · ~r12)(~I2 · ~r12)

~r2
12

]. (1.11)
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By changing explicitly to spherical polar coordinates and expressing Ix and Iy in terms of

the raising and lowering operators, given by

I+ = Ix + iIy

I− = Ix − iIy,
(1.12)

Equation 1.11 can be written as

H12 =
µ0

4π

γ2~2

r3
12

(A+B + C +D + E + F ), (1.13)

where [15]

A = I1
z I

2
z (1− 3cos2θ)

B = −1

4
(I1

+I
2
− + I1

−I
2
+)(1− 3 cos2 θ)

C = −3

2
(I1

+I
2
z + I1

z I
2
+) sin θ cos θe−iφ

D = −3

2
(I1
−I

2
z + I1

z I
2
−) sin θ cos θeiφ

E =
3

4
I1

+I
2
+ sin2 θe−2iφ

F =
3

4
I1
−I

2
− sin2 θe2iφ

(1.14)

For large magnetic fields, the strength of the dipolar coupling (given by γ2~2/r3) is

much smaller than the Zeeman interaction (in the simple two-spin case, given by HZ =

−(γ~B0/µ0)(I1
z + I2

z )), so it is a good approximation to treat the dipolar coupling as a

small perturbation on the Zeeman interaction Hamiltonian. Continuing with the example

of two identical moments with spin 1/2, the Zeeman energy in terms of the individual

quantum numbers m1 and m2 (the eigenvalues of I1
z and I2

z ) is

Ez = −γ~B0

µ0

(m1 +m2). (1.15)
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This system has four states |m1m2〉, where m1 = +1/2,m2 = −1/2 will be denoted as

| + −〉. Since the two spins are identical, the states | + −〉 and | − +〉 are degenerate and

have EZ = 0. For ωZ = γB0/µ0, the states |+ +〉 and | − −〉 have Zeeman energy −~ωZ

and +~ωZ , respectively.

Now we can investigate how the terms of Equation 1.13 connect these states. Term A

is simply proportional to I1
z I

2
z and connects each state to itself in the dual space (e.g. it

connects | + −〉 to 〈+ − |). Its contribution to the density matrix is completely diagonal

[15]. Term B, which is proportional to (I1
+I

2
− + I1

−I
2
+), adds 1 to the quantum number m

of one spin and subtracts 1 from the quantum number of the other spin. In other words, B

flips one spin up and the other down, so it must connect the degenerate states | + −〉 and

| −+〉[15].

For our two-spin system, terms C and D each flip one spin while leaving the other the

same, adding or subtracting 1 from one of the quantum numbers m1 and m2 while leaving

the other unchanged. As such, they correspond to transitions between states that differ

in energy by ~ωZ , such as | + −〉 and | + +〉. Finally, term E adds 1 to both quantum

numbers and term F subtracts 1 from both quantum numbers, so they must correspond to

the transitions between |+ +〉 and | − −〉.

Treating the dipolar Hamiltonian as a perturbation allows us to define the correction to

the two-spin system with zero-order energy En as

ψn = ψ0
n +

∑
n′

〈n′|Hpert|n〉
En − En′

ψ0
n′ , (1.16)

where ψn is the corrected wavefunction and Hpert is the perturbing Hamiltonian. In this

case, the numerator of each term in the sum will be a spin matrix element (of order 1)

multiplied by γ2~2/r3, while the denominator is the energy difference between spin states,

which is at least ~ωZ = γ~B0/µ0. For the large external magnetic fields used in NMR,

the correcting coefficient therefore is on the order of 10−4 or smaller [15], so it is a good
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approximation to neglect terms C, D, E, and F in the dipolar coupling Hamiltonian [15].

The remaining terms, A and B, can be recombined by converting the raising and lower-

ing spin operators ~I+ and ~I− back to their Cartesian components using Equation 1.12. The

resulting dipolar coupling Hamiltonian for two identical spin-1/2 nuclei is:

H12 =
µ0

4π

γ2~2

r3
12

(1− 3 cos2 θ)(3I1
z I

2
z − ~I1 · ~I2) (1.17)

This can be generalized to describe all of the dipolar couplings in the spin chain system, and

is not affected by the transformation to the rotating frame. Thus, the internal Hamiltonian

of the system is the secular dipolar Hamiltonian

Hdip =
∑
i,j

bij[2I
i
zI
j
z − (I ixI

j
x + I iyI

j
y)] =

∑
i,j

bij[3I
i
zI
j
z − I i · Ij], (1.18)

where bij is the coupling strength, given by

bij =
µ0

4π

γ2~
r3
ij

(1− 3 cos2 θij). (1.19)

In equation 1.19, as before, µ0 is the permeability of free space, γ is the gyromagnetic

ratio of the nuclear species, rij is the distance between nuclei i and j, and θij is the angle

between ~rij and the z-axis [7].

1.1.3 Approximations

Because the dipolar coupling strength bij given in Equation 1.19 is proportional to the

cube of the distance between spins, interactions between spins that are not extremely close

together have a very small impact on the dynamics of the system. NMR is not sensitive

enough to detect the magnetization changes of a single spin chain, so the experimental

system is a crystal for which the lattice structure creates many chains that run along the

same axis. In fluorapatite, spin chains are formed from the fluorine-19 (19F) nuclei, as
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Figure 1.1: Unit cell of fluorapatite crystal, with 19F nuclei in red. Figure taken from [1].

illustrated in Figure 1.1. For this crystal, the distance between nearest-neighbor fluorine

nuclei in the same chain is d = 3.442 Å, while the distance separating a 19F nucleus from

its nearest neighbors in the six adjacent parallel chains is D = 9.367 Å [10]. For a crystal

oriented so that the chains are parallel to the static B field (along the z-direction), the ratio

of nearest-neighbor coupling strengths between chains and within the same chain is given

by [10]:
b×
bin

=
d3

2D3
≈ 0.0248. (1.20)

Therefore, it is a good approximation to ignore cross-chain coupling. This allows us to

treat our ensemble of spin chains as a quasi-one dimensional spin system. Similarly, the

next-to-nearest-neighbor (NNN) coupling within the chain compared to nearest-neighbor

(NN) coupling is
bNNN

bNN
=

d3

(2d)3
= 0.125, (1.21)

so NNN coupling is much stronger than cross-chain coupling. However, for short evolution

times (up to 0.5 ms), neglecting NNN coupling has a negligible effect on the validity of the

model [1].
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1.2 The double-quantum Hamiltonian

In our experiments, we study the dynamics of the spins under the double-quantum Hamil-

tonian

HDQ =
∑
i,j

bijI
i
xI

j
x + I iyI

j
y (1.22)

rather than the original dipolar Hamiltonian described in section 1.1.2. The double-quantum

Hamiltonian is an engineered effective Hamiltonian generated by applying a periodic se-

quence of rf magnetic field pulses to the system.

The time evolution of the density matrix ρ is given by the Liouville-von Neumann

equation

i~
∂ρ

∂t
= [H, ρ]. (1.23)

For time-independent Hamiltonians, the solution of this equation is ρ(t) = UρU †, where

U = e−iHt/~. In our system, H is time-dependent and does not commute with itself at

different times, so we can no longer use this equation to find an expression for U because

in general,

eAeB 6= eA+B for [A,B] 6= 0, (1.24)

where A and B represent the Hamiltonian at two different times [16].

Suppose we build up a time-dependent Hamiltonian with a sequence of variousH1,H2...Hn,

each applied for a corresponding time ∆t1...∆tn such that
∑n

i=1 ∆ti = t. Then the density

matrix still evolves under the equation ρ(t) = Uρ(0)U † and

U(t) = e−iHn∆tn/~...e−iH2∆t2/~e−iH1∆t1/~ (1.25)

= e−
i
~
∑n
j=1Hj∆tj , (1.26)
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because the order in which Hamiltonians are applied matters (i.e., they do not commute).

This can be denoted using the Dyson time-ordering operator T, so

U(t) = Te−
i
~
∫ t
0 H(t′)dt′ . (1.27)

Equation 1.27 can also be written as U(t) = e−iHefft/~ to mimic the form of the equation

used when the Hamiltonian commutes with itself at different times, whereHeff is Hermitian

and time-dependent. In fact,Heff is an "average Hamiltonian" that acts between times 0 and

t, giving the same behavior at time t as what would have been found after applying all of

the actual HamiltoniansH1...Hn. It can be expressed using the Magnus expansion as:

Heff = H(0)
+H(1)

+H(2)
+ ... (1.28)

where

H(0)
=

1

t

∫ t

0

H(t1)dt1

H(1)
=
−i
2t

∫ t

0

dt1[H(t1),

∫ t1

0

dt2H(t2)]

H(2)
=

1

6t

∫ t

0

dt1

∫ t1

0

dt2

∫ t2

0

dt3×

{[[H(t1),H(t2)],H(t3)] + [[H(t3),H(t2)],H(t1)]}

(1.29)

Essentially, each term incorporates "averages" on smaller and smaller time intervals.

Another transformation is useful here to simplify mathematics in the same way that the

rotating frame transformation did by removing the Zeeman interaction term of the Hamil-

tonian in favor of the internal Hamiltonian Hint and the rf Hamiltonian Hrf. If the den-

sity operator in the lab frame is ρl, then in the rotating frame (which has the propagator

Ur = e−iHZt/~), the effective density matrix ρr can be expressed as

ρr = U †rρlUr, (1.30)
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and the time evolution of the corresponding density operator is given by

iρ̇r = [Hr, ρr], (1.31)

whereHr = U †r (Hint +Hrf)Ur, as a straightforward application of the Liouville-von Neu-

mann equation [16].

The toggling frame is given by a similar transformation, and allows us to follow only the

evolution of the system under its own internal Hamiltonian, removing the rf Hamiltonian.

The transformation to this frame is given by the operator Urf that satisfies

i
dUrf

dt
= HrfUrf. (1.32)

The Liouville-von Neumann equation for the density matrix in the toggling frame is then:

i~
dρ̃

dt
= [H̃int, ρ̃], (1.33)

with H̃int = U †rfHintUrf and ρ̃(t) = Uintρ(t)U †int. Uint is the operator built up before in

Equation 1.27 for a sequence of non-commuting Hamiltonians:

Uint(t) = Te−
i
~
∫ t
0 H̃int(t

′)dt′

= e−
it
~ [H̃(0)

int+H̃
(1)
int+H̃

(2)
int+...].

(1.34)

Average Hamiltonian theory allows the simplification of Equation 1.34 provided thatHrf(t)

is both periodic and cyclic [16], that is, for cycle time tc and integer N:

Hrf(t+Ntc) = Hrf(t) (periodic) (1.35)

and

Urf(tc) = ±1 (cyclic). (1.36)
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Figure 1.2: Diagram of 2-pulse sequence that takesHdip toHDQ.

Equation 1.36 is equivalent to the statement that the rf excitation returns to its initial state

after a cycle. When both conditions are met, then Urf(Ntc) = 1 [16]. Then the internal

Hamiltonian propagator in the toggling frame has the property:

Uint(ntc, 0) = Uint(ntc, (n− 1)tc)...Uint(2tc, tc)Uint(tc, 0) = Un
int(tc, 0), (1.37)

where Uint(t2, t1) is the propagator from time t1 to time t2 [16]. We can use this fact to

define the effective "average" Hamiltonian H given by the Magnus expansion in the time

interval (0, tc):

H =
∑
k

H̃(k)
int. (1.38)

If the system is only measured after one or more full cycles have elapsed (i.e. t = Ntc),

the evolution is given by

ρ̃(Ntc) = e
−iNtc

~ Hρ̃e
iNtc

~ H. (1.39)

This is equivalent to the evolution under a time-independent effective Hamiltonian. If

tc|H̃int| ≈ tcωint << 1, the Magnus expansion converges very quickly [16], so it is a

good approximation to use only the zero-order term to determine the effect of an ideal rf

pulse sequence on the evolution of the system. Subsequently, corrections can be applied to

eliminate the higher-order terms to the greatest extent possible.

In these experiments, the desired effective internal Hamiltonian of the system is the
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double-quantum Hamiltonian,

HDQ =
∑
i>j

bij(I
i
xI

j
x − I iyIjy), (1.40)

where bij is the same dipolar coupling strength as in equation 1.19. This can be created from

the internal Hamiltonian of the system, Hint = Hdip, and the appropriate pulse sequence.

The simplest pulse sequence that can be used is the 2-pulse sequence shown in Figure 1.2.

For ideal pulses (the pulse itself takes no time), the cycle time of this sequence is tc = 3∆.

Assuming tc is short, we will approximate the average Hamiltonian as the first term of the

Magnus expansion,

H = H̃(0)
int =

1

t

∫ t

0

H(t1)dt1, (1.41)

which for this particular pulse sequence is:

H =
1

3∆
[(

∆

2
)H̃int,1 + (2∆)H̃int,2 + (

∆

2
)H̃int,3], (1.42)

where H̃int,1 is the internal Hamiltonian in the toggling frame in interval 1 (before the first

pulse) [16]. Recalling that H̃int = U †rfHintUrf, it is necessary to find Urf in each interval.

In interval 1, no rf pulse has been applied, so Urf = 1 by definition. Interval 2 is after the

application of a (π/2)x pulse, which rotates the spins about the x-axis by π/2 radians in

the positive direction (given by the right hand rule), so Urf = e−i
π
2
Ix . In interval 3, the

spins have been rotated by π/2 radians about the x-axis in the negative direction, so Urf =

ei
π
2
Ixe−i

π
2
Ix = 1. This pulse sequence clearly satisfies the condition that Urf(Ntc) = 1, so

average Hamiltonian theory can be applied.

At this point, it is convenient to use the toggling frame to describe the changes to the

Hamiltonian induced by the rf pulses. During intervals 1 and 3, Urf = 1, so the internal

Hamiltonian is the same in the rotating frame and the toggling frame. In interval 2, the

effect of Urf is to rotate the frame about the x-axis by π
2

radians, so that x → x, y → −z,
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and z → y. As a result, the internal Hamiltonian in the toggling frame becomes

H̃int =
∑
i,j

bij[3I
i
yI

j
y − I i · Ij]. (1.43)

Further calculations in the section will focus on only the spin operators, ignoring the sum

and the dipolar coupling coefficient. Now the first term of the Magnus expansion for this

pulse sequence is:

H̃(0)
int =

1

3∆
[(

∆

2
)(3I izI

j
z − I i · Ij) + (2∆)(3I iyI

j
y − I i · Ij) + (

∆

2
)(3I izI

j
z − I i · Ij)]

=
1

3∆
[(3I izI

j
z )∆ + (3I iyI

j
y)(2∆)− 3∆(I ixI

j
x + I iyI

j
y + I izI

j
z )]

=
1

3∆
[−3∆(I ixI

j
x)− 3∆(I iyI

j
y) + 2(3∆)(I iyI

j
y)]

= −I ixIjx + I iyI
j
y

= −HDQ.

(1.44)

The sign of the Hamiltonian affects the ordering of the eigenstates, but the dynamics are

given by e−iEjt = e−iφ(t). Since we only measure the real quantities cosφ(t) or sinφ(t), the

sign information is lost. Thus, for ideal pulses, this pulse sequence allows the spin chains

to effectively evolve under the double-quantum Hamiltonian. Modifications to the pulse

sequence to account for non-ideal pulses and higher-order terms of the Magnus expansion

will be discussed in Chapter 2.

1.3 The kicked spin chain

In the previous parts of this chapter, I have described how a spin chain can be made to

evolve under an effective double-quantum Hamiltonian. In this section we take a step back

to consider theoretical modeling of a spin chain, in particular how it is perturbed and pre-

viously published results that indicate both classical and chaotic behavior.
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Multiple theoretical studies have investigated mechanisms of "kicking" spin chains,

from introducing "defects" in the chain to changing the relative strengths of various terms

in the internal Hamiltonian [6, 13, 17]. Such perturbations have been theoretically shown

to bring the system into the chaotic regime in some specific cases because they break

various symmetries, resulting in energy level repulsion [6]. Introducing next-to-nearest-

neighbor (NNN) couplings, which are very weak initially but become relevant over longer

time scales, may also push the system toward chaos [1].

However, none of the methods mentioned above are practical to implement in our ex-

perimental system. Based on the numerical work in [9], an applied homogeneous magnetic

field in the xz-plane will perturb the system. This method is well suited to use in our exper-

iments on fluorapatite and simulations of a single spin chain. It also has the advantage that

we should be able to shift from kicking in the integrable regime to kicking in the chaotic

regime without making major changes to the experimental setup, as further discussed in

Chapter 4.

The kicked double-quantum Hamiltonian is given by

Hint = HDQ + δ(t− nτ)Hkick, (1.45)

where τ is the time between kicks. For a kicking angle α in the xz-plane and kicking

strength φ,

Hkick = φ
∑
i

(I ix cosα + I iz sinα). (1.46)

In the experimental work and simulations that form the basis of this thesis, we explore

the case of α = π/2, so that Hkick = φ
∑

i I
i
z. This is known to keep the system in the

integrable regime [9], which is desirable for experiments meant to test our control of the

experimental system.

We kick the system under study by starting in the thermal initial state
∑

i I
i
z and ap-

plying a fixed rotation φ about the z-axis with an rf magnetic field along with the pulse
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of two π/2 pulses along the x-axis kicked by the same φ, showing
the cancellation of the internal rotation between the two pulses.

sequence for the double-quantum Hamiltonian. As a result of this rotation, all the pulses

rotating the spins about the x-axis in the preceding calculations would instead rotate about

x+ φ; a rotation of angle θ about this new axis x′ is given by

e−iθIx′ = eiφIze−iθIxe−iφIz . (1.47)

It should be noted that for multiple pulses applied to a kicked system for which th, the

internal φ rotations between pulses will cancel, as shown in Figure 1.3. This will require

a slightly more complicated method of implementing the kicks than simply applying a

rotation by the desired kick angle φ to each iteration of the pulse sequence. More detail on

how this issue is resolved follows in Chapter 2.

The experimental implementation of a sequence that dynamically evolves the system

from the initial state ρ0 such that

ρt=nτ = (UφUDQ(τ)ρ0U
†
DQ(τ)U †φ)n, (1.48)

where UDQ(τ) = e−
i
~HDQτ and Uφ = e−iφ

∑
i I
i
z , will be the subject of the following chapter.
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Chapter 2

Experimental methods

The previous chapter introduced numerical simulations as the first component of our study

of the dynamics of a kicked spin chain. This chapter will explain the experimental setup

and measurement techniques. Necessary changes to the ideal two-pulse HDQ sequence in

order to kick the system and account for non-ideal pulses will also be discussed. Finally,

this chapter will present data for the evolution of the spin chain ensemble formed by 19F

nuclear spins in a fluorapatite crystal.

2.1 Technical details

All experiments were performed using a 7.1 T superconducting electromagnet and and

homebuilt probe connected to a Bruker spectrometer. Measurements are taken with the

sample placed in an inductor at the bottom of the probe that rests near the center of the

magnet. This inductor coil is also used to apply rf pulses.

The first step of the experimental process is to "tune up" the spectrometer to ensure that

it actually implements the desired pulse program with minimal errors. The initial adjust-

ment is to change the values of the variable capacitors on the probe so that the rf magnetic

field used for the pulses is on resonance for 19F nuclei at 282.4 MHz. For additional preci-

sion, a single pulse followed by a measurement is run to obtain a simple NMR spectrum.
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Figure 2.1: Pulse sequence for the continuous train of π/2 pulses used for calibration.

Figure 2.2: The continuous flip-flop sequence of alternating-sign π/2 pulses used for cali-
bration.

The peak frequency sets the value of the frequency offsets in the spectrometer, which en-

sure that the pulses are on-resonance. Next, a train of π/2 pulses with equal time delays

after each pulse is implemented to determine the proper power and length for a π/2 pulse

for an approximately aligned fluorapatite sample or a liquid (hexafluorobenzene) sample.

The signal should be approximately flat between pulses, cycling from no signal to positive

signal to no signal to negative signal with an overall decay in amplitude.

Following the π/2 pulse train, the next experiment in the tune-up process is the flip-

flop sequence, made up of π/2 pulses of opposite sign (e.g. x, −x, x, −x, etc.). For a

well-calibrated system, this should flip the signal from positive to negative or negative to

positive with each pulse. Oscillations are observed in poorly-calibrated systems, which

must be corrected by adjusting the capacitors. Then the c axis (the axis along which the

spins chains run) of the crystal is aligned with the static magnetic field using the spectrum

measured after a single π/2 pulse; the strongest dipolar coupling is given by the correct

alignment.

Once in place, the crystal alignment and pulse length should be stable for long periods
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of time, allowing data collection over weeks or months without realignment or changing

the pulse length. Since each run of experiments can involve applying pulses hundreds or

thousands of times, even for short pulse sequences, it is critical that the π/2 pulse remains

accurate and consistent. One way of gauging the consistency of the pulses is to compare

the first data point for each set of experiments, for which approximately the same pulse

sequence has been applied and the kicking has not yet produced much of an effect. For a

stable experimental system, they should have identical signal strengths within the error of

the experiment.

2.2 Pulse sequence changes and application

The experiments (each of which yields one data point on the plots in section 4 of this

chapter) use a slightly different pulse sequence than the one explicitly discussed in section

1.4, illustrated in Figure 2.3. It consists of two slightly modified two-pulseHDQ sequences,

the second immediately following the first, with a phase rotation by φi. The extra delay time

p1 in the middle of each two-pulse sequence helps correct for the fact that real pulses have

a finite duration. Since average Hamiltonian theory permits measurement at the end of

any integer number of cycles, and two two-pulse sequences are necessary to implement the

kick, the total cycle time of the pulse sequence is tcyc = 2tcyc,2pulse+2p1 = 6(d3+p1). This

is becomes the time interval between measurements, as in the simulations of the kicked spin

chain.

One might naively expect that the value of φj should always be equal to φkick. However,

as shown in end of the previous chapter, this would not result in the correct phase rotation

being applied to each cycle in the evolution. The first iteration of the pulse sequence has

the equivalent unitary operator sequence U †φ1UDQUφ1UDQ, where

UDQ = e−iHDQtcyc/2, (2.1)
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Figure 2.3: Pulse sequence used for experiments, where n is the number of cycles in the
experiment and j runs from 1 to n, incrementing φ by φkick for each cycle.

with tcyc as the total cycle time of the pulse sequence, and

Uφ1 = e−iφ1Iz . (2.2)

When longer time evolutions are built up using multiple iterations of the pulse sequence, il-

lustrated in Figure 2.4, the phase rotations partially cancel between iterations, which makes

it necessary to increment the applied φj by φkick for each additional iteration. For example,

if two pulse sequences are applied, the effective unitary operator becomes

Ueff = eiφ3IzUDQe
−iφ3Izeiφ2IzUDQe

−iφ2Izeiφ1IzUDQe
−iφ1IzUDQ. (2.3)

Clearly the actual rotation of each UDQ is given by φ̃j = φj−1 − φj because, for example,

e−iφ3Izeiφ2Iz = ei(φ2−φ3)Iz , so the effective kick angle is φ̃ = φ3 − φ2 The desired rotation

for each application of UDQ is φj = φkick, so the phase rotation for the jth iteration is

φj = jφkick + c, where c is some constant starting offset that does not affect the strength of

the kick because it vanishes in the expression for φ̃j .

2.3 Measurement and data analysis

As per the assumptions of average Hamiltonian theory, the signal should be measured at

the end of an integer number of pulse sequences. However, in the experiment there is an
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the effective unitary operators applied to ρ0 for an n-cycle ex-
periment in order to measure evolution under HDQ with an overall kick that has unitary
operator Ukick = e−φkickIz .

unavoidable time delay between terminating the last pulse and beginning the measurement,

which can exceed d3/2 and result in the loss of the strongest part of the signal. To avoid

this, a solid echo sequence is applied at the end of the program, as shown in Figure 2.5.

The first π/2 pulse is applied to rotate the z-magnetization (our desired signal) into the xy-

plane. (Recall from section 1.1 that the rf coil measures the transverse magnetization Mxy.

Rotating the z-magnetization into the xy-place allows us to measure it with the coil.) The

signal is allowed to decay under spin-spin (T2) relaxation for t = d6 = 25 µs. The second

π/2 pulse, which is 90 degrees out of phase with the first, refocuses the signal back to a

peak at t = d6 after the second pulse. The pulse program starts the measurement a short

time before the peak to capture as much of the signal as possible, so the actual delay time

for the spectrometer is given by decho. Since d6 is long compared to d3, there is ample

time to switch on the spectrometer after the application of the refocusing pulse.

The measured signal is called a solid echo and shows the non-equilibrium precession

of the 19F nuclear spins about the z-axis combined with an exponential decay due to T2

relaxation. In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the final data, the FID was av-

eraged over 320 iterations of the same pulse sequence, separated by a long delay to allow

all spins to return to the thermal initial state. The MATLAB program ConstNoiseNorm (in

Appendix A) is used to display these measurements for a series of experiments with the

same φkick. Each data point is generated by opening the solid echo data for an experiment,

averaging the 5th through 15th signal values, and subtracting any baseline offset (deter-

mined by averaging the last 100 data points, for which there should be no signal). The 5th
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Figure 2.5: Solid echo sequence that refocuses the signal, allowing for detection at t =
ntcyc + d6 + decho without loss of signal fidelity.

through 15th data points are selected because the peak of the signal consistently occurs in

this range, so picking these points yields the best signal-to-noise ratio for the data. The size

of the error bars is determined by the standard deviation of the last 100 data points. As in

the simulations for the kicked spin chain, the time index for each data point given by the

number of cycles applied multiplied by the cycle time tcyc = 6(d3 + p1).

2.4 Results

Figure 2.6 shows the evolution of the measured NMR signal for the same φ values as the

simulations shown in Chapter 2. For these data, the π/2 pulse length was 3 µs and the

delay time d3 was 1 µs. Figure 2.7 shows the same data as Figure 2.6, but all on the same

axes to illustrate the relative scales of the various curves. Note that the first data points are

essentially all in the same place in Figure 2.7. This is a good sign because shows that the

system is has a very stable calibration over the two-day period during which these exper-

iments were run. Additionally, the slope of the first few data points in all but the highest

φ values is very consistent, which shows that the perturbation has a greater effect on the

system the longer it is applied. This is to be expected, as other effective perturbation terms

(such as next-to-nearest neighbor coupling and inter-chain coupling) also have greater ef-

fects for longer timescales [1].

Overall, the evolution curves show a trend toward more z-polarization for higher φ val-
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Figure 2.6: Measured signal for a variety of φ values. Signal strength is in arbitrary units.

ues, which is consistent with the behavior of the simulations that will be discussed in the

next chapter. One unexpected feature of the data shown in Figure 2.7 is that the curve for

φ = 4 (lowest blue curve in Figure 2.7) is slighter lower than the φ = 0 curve (lowest

black curve in Figure 2.7), while the other φ values show a trend of remaining at higher

signal strengths over time for higher φ. As this difference occurs for every data point in

the entire experimental run rather than just one or two, this is almost certainly a systematic

error, probably due to errors in the implementation of the average Hamiltonian.

Another feature to note is the apparent decay of the oscillation for high φ values. Al-

though some oscillation does seem to be occurring, at least in the first few data points, it

becomes much weaker than the decay when the system evolves with stronger applied kicks.

One of the possible reasons that more oscillations are not observed is that the cycle time of

the experiments is relatively long, at tcyc = 6(d3 + p1) = 24 µs. It is possible that these

experiments are sampling too infrequently to capture rapid oscillatory behavior at high φ
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Figure 2.7: All plots from Figure 2.6 on the same axes to illustrate relative scale of the
signals. Signal strength is in arbitrary units.
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values.

To supplement the earlier data, another set of experiments were performed with the

value of d3 set at 0.6 µs, shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. In this data set, the φ = 0 curve

is below the φ = 4 curve, matching expectations from the kicked spin chain simulations.

In both cases, a perturbation of φ = 4 does not change the dynamics very much from the

φ = 0 case.

Despite the decreased cycle time (with the new d3 value, tcyc = 21.6 µs), the high-φ

oscillations are still not very pronounced; in fact, they appear slightly weaker than in the

previous data set. While it is possible to reduce the cycle time further by reducing d3 again,

at some point this causes the pulses to be so close together that some pulses will start before

the previous pulse has completely stopped, causing errors as the system is not allowed to

freely evolve after some of the pulses.

In order to get a more quantitative sense of how well this experimental method allows

experimental control of spin chain dynamics in fluorapatite, it is necessary to attempt to

match the experimental data to corresponding simulations. This will be the subject of the

next chapter.
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Figure 2.8: Measured signal for the same φ values as the previous set of experiments, but
with d3 = 0.6 µs. Signal strength is in arbitrary units.
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Figure 2.9: Data from Figure 2.8 plotted all on the same axis to give a sense of relative
scale. Signal strength is in arbitrary units.
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Chapter 3

Simulations and Analysis

This chapter describes the application of the double-quantum Hamiltonian to a model sys-

tem of a single spin chain using MATLAB simulations. Although exact solutions are pos-

sible for the dynamics of an unperturbed spin chain, we use numerical methods so that

applying a perturbation requires very small changes to the code. The MATLAB code that

the simulations are based on was originally developed by Paola Cappellaro at MIT and was

modified at Dartmouth College by Chandrasekhar Ramanathan, Christopher Zeitler, and

myself. The code used for different versions of the simulations can be found in Appendix

A with additional notes.

3.1 Spin chain evolution without perturbation

The first simulation considered calculates the evolution of the density matrix of a single

spin-1/2 chain of specified length N , initial state ρ0, and dipolar coupling strength b under

the double-quantum Hamiltonian with no applied kicking (φ = 0). The initial state ρ0 is

defined as the thermal state Z =
∑N

i σ
i
z. After defining the matrix forHDQ appropriate to

the chain length N , the evolution of the density operator is calculated in a for loop as

ρ(t) = UDQρ(t−∆t)U †DQ, (3.1)
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where ∆t is the timestep between data points (1 µs for these simulations) and UDQ =

e−i∆tHDQ is the unitary operator that evolves the system over a single timestep. The collec-

tive z-magnetization signal, given by

sigZ(t) = Tr[ρZ], (3.2)

is stored as a vector element before the for loop increments the time by one timestep. The

results generated by the simulation are plots of the signal as a function of time, normalized

to the thermal initial state (that is, divided by Tr[Z ∗Z]) so that a signal corresponding to a

complete return to the initial state would have a value of 1.

It is worth briefly noting that the simulated system is not exactly the same as the exper-

imental system in that a single, relatively short (in this thesis, generally N = 9) spin chain

is considered in the simulations, while the experimental system is a fluorapatite cyrstal con-

taining an ensemble of many, aligned spin chains, most of which are much longer than nine

spins [1, 18]. We simulate a single, short spin chain because the dimension of a system

with N spins is given by 2N , so each additional spin in the system necessitates double the

computing power or time to run. After N = 9, it quickly becomes impractical to simulate

longer chains, and multiple chains would require even more time. For the time scales con-

sidered here, a single N = 9 is sufficient to simulate the dynamics of the system because

the collective evolution of the spin chain ensemble is approximately the same as the evolu-

tion of a single chain for sufficiently short evolution time, before long-distance couplings

start to significantly affect the evolution [1]. To demonstrate this, the evolution for N = 9

through N = 11 is shown in Figure 3.1. The curves are nearly indistinguishable but re-

quire significantly more computing power as N increases. As such, N = 9 is used for the

remained of the calculations.

In experiments, the value of the coupling strength bij depends on the crystal orientation

in the static magnetic field. For these simulations, b = 8.2 × 10−3 rad/µs was used as the
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Figure 3.1: Evolution of 9-spin (black), 10-spin (blue), and 11-spin (pink) chains.
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Figure 3.2: Collective nuclear spin z-magnetization of a spin chain (N = 9) evolving under
the unperturbed double-quantum Hamiltonian.

dipolar coupling strength, based on the results found in [18] and because that value seemed

to give the best fit to the experimental data. Figure 3.2 shows a graph of the normalized

signal versus time for a 9-spin chain evolving under the unperturbed (φ = 0) Hamiltonian.

This plot shows behavior that is qualitatively very similar to previous experimental work

and numerical simulations of spin chains [1, 16, 18] and will provide a basis of comparison

for the kicked spin chain simulations.

3.2 Kicking the spin chain

To simulate the evolution of the single spin-1/2 chain with applied kicks as described in

section 1.3, a few changes were made to the simulation for the unperturbed spin chain.

Apart from a few changes to how the results are plotted, the major alterations were to the

time discretization and the unitary operators used to calculate the evolution of the density
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matrix. Imitating the pulse sequence used in the experiments, the unitary operator forHDQ

was changed to

UDQ = e−iHDQtcyc/2, (3.3)

where tcyc is the total cycle time for the doubled two-pulse HDQ sequence, as described in

section 2.2. Similarly, the unitary operator for the kick was defined as

Uφ = e−iφZ/2, (3.4)

where the factor of 1/2 compensates for the fact that the matrix Z is defined in the simulation

program using the Pauli operator σz rather than the spin operator Iz. The evolution of the

density matrix is given by

ρ(t) = UDQUφUDQρ(0)U †DQU
†
φU
†
DQ. (3.5)

This gives a time between data points of tcyc, corresponding to the experimental constraint

of only measuring the signal after an integer number of pulse sequences, each lasting tcyc.

Figure 3.4 shows simulation results for φ =0, 4, 8, 12, 18, 24, 32, 48, and 64, and

Figure 3.5 shows these φ values on the same plot to give another perspective on how the

evolution changes as φ increases. The rapid oscillation of the signal observed at large

values of φ results from implementing a large field along the z-axis. Recalling the form of

the Hamiltonian

HDQ =
∑
i>j

bij(I
i
xI

j
x − I iyIjy) (3.6)

compared to the perturbation term

Hkick = φ
∑
i

I iz (3.7)
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the original spin chain simulation (blue curve) to the new kicked
spin chain simulation with φ = 0 (black stars). The data points of the new simulation are
connected to guide the eye.
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(a) φ = 0 (b) φ = 4 (c) φ = 8

(d) φ = 12 (e) φ = 18 (f) φ = 24

(g) φ = 32 (h) φ = 48 (i) φ = 64

Figure 3.4: Simulations for a range of φ values perturbing the double-quantum Hamiltonian
on a 9-spin chain.

makes the cause clearer; for large φ, the term proportional to I iz overwhelms the HDQ

evolution, proportional to I ixI
j
x − I iyIjy , so the double-quantum Hamiltonian effectively be-

comes a small perturbation compared to Hkick, which causes the rapid oscillations at high

z-magnetization seen in the simulations for high values of φ.

The φ = 0 simulations are a good qualitative match to previous simulations and exper-

iments on spin chain behavior under the double-quantum Hamiltonian [1, 18]. Although

there are no previous simulations or experiments evolution of the kicked spin chain un-

der this Hamiltonian, the behavior found in these simulations fits well with our current

understanding of the dynamics.
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Figure 3.5: Simulations for φ = 0 (lower black), 4 (green), 8 (cyan), 12 (lower blue), 18
(pink), 24 (red), 32 (yellow), 48 (higher black), and 64 (higher blue) for N = 9.
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3.3 Matching simulations and experiments

The predicted time evolution of the z-magnetization of a single kicked spin chain (which

is assumed to be generalizable to an ensemble of aligned spin chains, as per section 1.3)

and the experimental results have been shown to have qualitative similarities. Now, the

question of whether the simulations are accurate predictions of the experimental behavior

(alternatively, whether the experiments performed are a successful implementation of the

desired kicked double-quantum Hamiltonian) can be addressed. The main method of de-

termining our level of experimental control of the spin system is to see if the simulations

quantitatively match the experiments. If there are significant differences in the behavior

that reflect actual differences in the dynamics, then either the control of the experimental

system is imperfect, or the simulations do not properly calculated the desired behavior, or

there are other effects in the system that have not been accounted for, or a combination of

these factors.

By varying the value of b in the simulation program until the frequency of oscillations

in the φ simulations best matched the experimental data, the coupling strength for both sets

of experiments was found to be b = 8.2 × 10−3 rad/µs. While slightly different from the

measured value in [1], this coupling strength matches some of the later results from the

same lab [18], so there is at least some consistency with previous experiments. This value

of b was used in superimposing the simulations on the experimental data for the same φ

value and cycle time, shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. The simulations were normalized to

the thermal initial state, as before. The experiments were scaled to the first data point in the

simulation; that is, the data set for each φ value was normalized to the first data point, then

multiplied by the value of the first data point of the simulation (which occurs at the same

time as the first experimental data point). This forces the simulations and experiments to

have the same first data point.

It is clear from these figures that, while some aspects of the experimental data corre-

spond to the predictions of the simulation extremely well, others diverge drastically. For
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(a) φ = 0 (b) φ = 4 (c) φ = 8

(d) φ = 12 (e) φ = 18 (f) φ = 24

(g) φ = 32 (h) φ = 48 (i) φ = 64

Figure 3.6: Plots of first set of experimental data (d3 = 1 µs, black circles) and simulated
evolution of a single spin chain (blue stars) with coupling strength b = 8.2 × 10−3 rad/µs,
with data normalized to the first point of the simulation. Points are connected to guide the
eye.
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(a) φ = 0 (b) φ = 4 (c) φ = 8

(d) φ = 12 (e) φ = 18 (f) φ = 24

(g) φ = 32 (h) φ = 48 (i) φ = 64

Figure 3.7: Plots of second set of experimental data (d3 = 0.6 µs, black circles) and
simulated evolution of a single spin chain (blue stars) with coupling strength b = 8.2×10−3

rad/µs, with data normalized to the first point of the simulation.
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φ = 0 through φ = 12 (a-d), the initial downward slope of the simulations aligns almost

perfectly with experimental data for the first three or four data points. Even for φ = 18

through φ = 32 (e-g), the slopes are not very different for the first two to three data points.

However, this initial slope matching is much worse for φ = 48 and nonexistent for φ = 64.

These high-φ graphs also show a general discrepancy in signal strength between the

simulations and the experiments; it is much larger overall for the simulations than for the

experiments. The difference increases over time, with the simulations showing oscillation

at consistently high values of z-polarization while the experiments show weaker signs of os-

cillation and consistently decreasing z-polarization for high φ. As with the correspondence

between the initial slopes in the experiments and simulations, this discrepancy increases

with increasing values of φ and is less evident in the unkicked and small-φ graphs. In those

cases, there is still a difference in magnetization between the simulations and experiments

at extreme points of the curves. The simulations show higher-amplitude oscillations than

the experiments in all of the graphs.

Essentially, the evolution of the magnetization has two behaviors in both the exper-

iments and the simulations: an oscillation between lower and higher polarization in the

z-direction, and an exponential decay of the z-magnetization. In the simulations, the os-

cillation becomes the dominant behavior as φ increases, resulting in nutation of the spins

in the chain during their precession about the z-axis that appears as oscillation at relatively

high z-polarization without decay on the timescale being observed. This oscillation is still

present in all of the experimental data, but it is much weaker than the exponential decay,

and appears to be decreasing in frequency compared to the simulated values.

The latter phenomenon can be observed in the relatively flat final points of experimen-

tal data in Figure 3.7(f) compared to the peak in the simulation at the same time, or in

the later, barely-observable peaks in the experimental data Figures 3.6(h) and (i) occurring

after peaks in the simulations. Based on observed changes in the simulations for different

coupling strengths, reduction in frequency is consistent with weaker interactions governing
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the oscillations. For the larger coupling strength (b = 9.82 × 10−3 rad/µs) used in Figure

3.1 (which is not meant to illustrate spin chain dynamics with a realistic coupling strength,

only the small difference that the length of the chain makes in the simulations), the first

minimum of the φ = 0 curve happened at t = 100 µs, whereas for the realistic coupling

strength used in all the other simulations, b = 8.2× 10−3 rad/µs, the first minimum of the

φ = 0 curve occurred at approximately 125 µs.

3.4 Analysis

There are several possible factors that could contribute to the differences between the sim-

ulations and the experiments, but the most likely is that the length of the π/2 is introducing

errors that are not accounted for in the simulation, which calculates the evolution based on

ideal (i.e. zero time duration) pulses. The evolution during the pulse is given by the unitary

operator U = e−i(Hdip+Hrf)p1. This is a good approximation to an ideal pulse ifHrf >> Hdip,

and it is better the shorter p1 is. In both the data sets shown above, the pulse length is sig-

nificantly longer than the delay time d3, so it is not a good approximation to ignore the

dipolar evolution during the pulse. This leads to the creation of many-body interaction

terms that result in the spins moving out of phase with each other. In Figures 3.6 and 3.7,

this is seen as the exponential decay dominating over the oscillation in the experimental

data, particularly evident for larger φ values.

More evidence that the long pulse length is the main factor responsible for the simula-

tions not matching the data is some earlier experimental data that used d3 = 1.89 µs and

p1 = 1.4 µs, does show the expected oscillations for high φ values, shown in Figure 3.8.

These data were not previously included because there are numerous signs that they may be

unreliable, including that were taken just before the spectrometer broke. Additionally, they

are compiled from multiple sets of experiments that were run weeks apart, during which

time the π/2 pulse may have shifted off-resonance due to the aforementioned problems
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with the spectrometer. As such, they are less internally consistent than the newer data (for

example, note that the first data point of the φ = 12 data is at a signal strength of about 150,

while all the other φ values have their first data point at a signal strength of about 200).

The most serious issue with the old data is that the oscillations observed are faster than

what should be possible for dipolar evolution a spin chain ensemble, suggesting that there

was a timing error in the data collection. These problems are why the old experimental

data were not considered in the main analysis of the experiments. They are included here

to illustrate that experimental behavior more qualitatively similar to the simulations is some

respects has been previously observed in our system. As such, we expect that reducing the

length of the π/2 pulse might improve the correspondence between the experimental data

and the simulations.

One way we can attempt improve the fit of the simulations to the data by accounting

for the errors mentioned above is to multiply the simulation results by a decaying exponen-

tial e−t/τ , with τ scaling the speed of the decay. For decay due to dipolar couplings, the

spin-spin relaxation time T2 is about 1/(πb), which is about 40 µs for a coupling strength

b = 8.2 × 10−3 rad/µs This is the characteristic decay time for the free induction decay

(FID), which is the signal measured after a single pulse. Since we are using a solid echo

for refocusing, we expect τ to be longer [14]. Multiplying the simulation results by a

decaying exponential and allowing τ to vary as a fitting parameter makes the simulation

results a better fit to the first oscillation of the experimental data, at least in terms of the

amplitude, up to φ = 32. Results for all the experimentally-investigated values of φ are

shown in Figure 3.9 for the latest run of experiments (d3 = 0.6 µs).

Although the data and simulations have more comparable amplitudes for the first part

of the oscillation (approximately 130 µs) for φ = 0 to φ = 12 (a-d), the exponential decay

damps out too much of the later part of the oscillation for this option to really be a good fit.

This is particularly evident in 3.9(f) and (g), for which the rising part of the oscillation seen

in the experimental data and in the unaltered simulations (as in 3.7) is overwhelmed by the
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Figure 3.8: Experimental data from autumn 2013, showing some behavior that is more
similar to the simulations than is evident in the more recent sets of experiments. Signal
strength is in arbitrary units.
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(a) φ = 0, τ = 600 (b) φ = 4, τ = 600 (c) φ = 8, τ = 700

(d) φ = 12, τ = 800 (e) φ = 18, τ = 900 (f) φ = 24, τ = 900

(g) φ = 32, τ = 1000 (h) φ = 48, τ = 3000 (i) φ = 64, τ = 7000

Figure 3.9: Plots of second set of experimental data (d3 = 0.6 µs, black circles) and
simulated evolution of a single spin chain multiplied by the decaying exponential e−t/τ (blue
stars), with data normalized to the first point of the simulation.
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exponential decay. For the largest kicks, φ = 48 and 64, the exponential decay decreases

the amplitude of the oscillation far too much, so the altered simulation still bears little re-

semblance to the data. These results suggest that the error introduced by dipolar evolution

during π/2 pulses and other sources does not have the form of a simple exponential decay

of the entire signal. Further investigation is needed to conclusively determine the nature of

the mismatch between the simulations results and the experimental data.

Overall, the experiments and the original simulations show qualitatively similar behav-

ior in at least some respects for all values of φ. Quantitatively, the correspondence is much

closer for φ = 0 to φ = 12 than for the more strongly kicked system, but this difference

can most likely be accounted for by the errors introduced by dipolar evolution of the sys-

tem during the relatively long π/2 pulse used in the most recent sets of experiments. This

hypothesis can be tested in future experiments.
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Chapter 4

Further work

The aim of the work in this thesis has been to understand our ability to implement an effec-

tive double-quantum Hamiltonian in the ensemble of 19F nuclear spin chains in fluorapatite,

with additional rotations about the z-axis that kick the system and change its dynamics, but

allow the system to remain in the integrable regime. Based on the experiments and sim-

ulations discussed, we seem to have good qualitative control of the system, and there are

several ways in which we could considerably improve our control in the integrable regime.

This chapter will discuss some possible changes that would improve our ability to manipu-

late the spin chains, as well as further experiments and simulations to be done to probe the

more interesting physics of the transition between the chaotic and integrable regimes.

4.1 Refining experimental control in the integrable regime

As discussed in Chapter 4, the mostly likely source of the mismatch between the exper-

iments and the simulations is the errors in the pulse sequence implementing the double-

quantum Hamiltonian due to the length of the π/2 pulse. The angle of rotation β imple-

mented by a pulse is given by

β = ω1tpulse, (4.1)
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where ω1 = γB1 is the angular precession frequency, determined by the strength of the

applied rf field, and tpulse is the pulse length [14]. By increasing the power supplied to the

rf coil, we can increase B1 and thus reduce the amount of time necessary to rotate the spins

by 90 degrees. There is a limit to the amount of power we can use without damaging the

probe or other components of the experimental system, but pulse lengths of about 1 µs have

been used in the past with no immediately obvious ill effects. Since the major differences

observed between the more recent experimental and the simulations are less pronounced in

the earlier data (which uses a shorter π/2 pulse), reducing the pulse length in future exper-

iments would almost certainly yield results that are a better match to the simulations.

Decreasing the pulse length would also have the advantage increasing the sampling rate

of measuring the experimental dynamics due to the reduced cycle length. For a sufficiently

short cycle time, it might even be worthwhile to change from the two-pulse version of

the UDQ pulse sequence to the four-pulse version (similar to the current pulse program in

terms of pulse lengths and delay times, but with the pulse order x, x,−x,−x instead of

x,−x, x,−x). One drawback of the longer version of the pulse sequence is that the cy-

cle time is twice as long, which necessarily reduces the number of data points we can use

before many-body effects start becoming relevant. However, the longer pulse sequence is

more effective in correcting for the errors of non-ideal pulses and higher-order terms in the

Magnus expansion [16], and thus more accurately implements the desired Hamiltonian.

Another improvement that could be made to the study of the dynamics in the integrable

regime would be to improve the "sampling" rate of the simulations for a more complete

picture of the evolution of a single kicked spin chain. Since the simulations use the ac-

tual double-quantum Hamiltonian rather than requiring a transformation from the dipolar

Hamiltonian to an effective double-quantum Hamiltonian with average Hamiltonian the-

ory, there is no requirement that measurements only occur at the end of an integer number

of cycles [16]. As a result, we can change the simulations to measure the evolution at in-

termediate parts of the cycle, improving the time resolution. This would require a change
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of the kicking parameter from the kick angle φ to a "strength" parameter φeff = φ/s, for

some scale factor s. The unitary operators used to evolve the system would then change

from UDQ = e−iHDQtcyc/2 and Uφ = e−iφIz to UDQ = e−iHDQtcyc/2s and Uφ = e−iφeffIz . These

changes would allow the calculation of the evolution at intervals of tcyc/s. Since s could

be made arbitrarily large, the results could have time resolution as good or better than the

current φ = 0 simulation.

4.2 Moving toward the integrable-chaotic transition

The current pulse sequence, with kicks that rotate the spins about the z-axis, generates time

evolution of the system that is exactly solvable. A new pulse sequence is needed in or-

der to study the system in the chaotic regime. In particular, the part of the sequence that

transforms the dipolar Hamiltonian into an effective double-quantum Hamiltonian should

remain the same, but with some additional kick component in the xz-plane in place of the

current φIz, produced by a series of rotations between the UDQ pulse sequence [9]. The

first steps toward experimental implementation of chaotic behavior in the system would be

to devise a new pulse sequence that includes such a kick and to see how it changes the

calculated dynamics of a single spin chain in the simulations.

Quantum chaos is of interest, among other reasons, because it produces complex dy-

namics in many-body quantum systems and because it is so fundamentally tied to the prin-

ciple of quantum-classical correspondence [2]. It has therefore been the subject of intense

study by theoretical physicists, but there has been less success at studying quantum chaos

experimentally due to the difficulty of realizing and controlling chaotic quantum systems

[4]. The kicked spin chain is an excellent candidate for a system in which to experimentally

study quantum chaos because has been theoretically shown to exhibit both integrable and

chaotic dynamics depending on how it is kicked [9]. Furthermore, a tilted homogeneous

magnetic field used for the kick, as modeled in [9], is something we can implement in
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our experimental NMR setup. Before attempting to implement pulse programs to induce

chaotic behavior in the spin chain ensemble, it is important that we understand how the

system should evolve in the non-chaotic regime. This research represents progress toward

our goal of using NMR to experimentally probe chaotic dynamics in a quantum system that

has been previously studied using NMR and is well understood in the integrable regime.
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Appendix A

MATLAB code

This appendix includes the MATLAB code for the kicked spin chain simulations and for

the experimental data readout program.

A.1 Unkicked chain simulations

The code at the end of this section is used for simulating the unperturbed 9-spin chain.

After defining the length of the chain (N), the Pauli operators, the raising and lowering op-

erators ("p" and "m"), and the 2x2 identity matrix, the dimension of the system is defined

as dim = 2N . This parameter determines the dimensions of the double-quantum Hamilto-

nian matrix ("Hdq"), the collective nuclear spin polarization matrix ("Z") and the density

matrix (defined by its initial state "rho0," set in this case to be the thermal state built up as

the initial state of Z). Next, the time scale is defined by the parameters "t" and "itermax,"

where t is the timestep between data points and itermax is the number of data points, so the

total time measured (in arbitrary units) is t×itermax.

The nearest-neighbor couplings are defined by the variable "a", which creates an N×N

matrix with ones on the diagonals above and below the main diagonal and multiplies it by

the coupling strength parameter "b". This is related to the coupling strength bij given in

equation 1.25 by bij = 1
2
b, because of the various ways of expressing the double-quantum
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Hamiltonian; in particular,

HDQ =
∑
i>j

bij(I
i
xI

j
x− I iyIjy) =

∑
i>j

2bij(I
i
+I

j
+ + I i−I

j
−) =

∑
i>j

1

2
bij(σ

i
+σ

j
+ +σi−σ

j
−). (A.1)

where the division by four is a result of changing from spin operators to Pauli operators.

The next part of the code is a for loop that defines the collective nuclear spin magneti-

zation Z and the matrix for the double-quantum Hamiltonian Hdq via the product operators

for the system. The product operators are terms like I ixI
j
x that describe the interaction be-

tween two spins [14]. Collectively, they give the initial state and contributions to the Hamil-

tonian for each spin. The matrix Z is built up by adding "mykron(speye(2k−1),z,speye(2N−k))"

for 1 < k < N , where speye(n) creates an n×n identity matrix. The function mykron per-

forms a nested Kronecker tensor product on the three matrices, so each term in the sum is

kron(kron(speye(2k−1,z),speye(2N−k), or

[(2k−1 × 2k−11⊗ σz]⊗ (2N−k × 2N−k1. (A.2)

This builds up a matrix equivalent of
∑N

k σ
k
z , which is the density matrix of an ideal z-

polarized state. Similarly, the matrix Hdq is built up using the same function, adding

a(σk+σ
h
+ +σk−σ

h
−) for each pair of spins (k,h). This creates the double-quantum Hamiltonian

HDQ =
N∑
h<k

a(σk+σ
h
+ + σk−σ

h
−) =

N∑
h<k

a

2
(σkxσ

h
x + σkyσ

h
y ), (A.3)

where a is twice the more familiar bhk from equation 1.25.

Spin chains can display interesting dynamics, including coherent magnetization trans-

port, for an end-polarized initial state [1]. However, since the experiments detailed in

Chapter 3 were performed for the thermal initial state Z, it is defined as the initial state

ρ0. Before the evolution of the density operator can be calculated, the unitary operator

for time evolution under HDQ is defined as "U=sparse(expms(-1i*Hdq*time))," where the
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sparse command creates a matrix and the expms function creates a matrix approximation of

eiHDQ∆t, the expected unitary operator for evolution under the double-quantum Hamilto-

nian for one timestep. The final step before the calculation is to define normD = trace(Z*Z)

for later use in normalization.

Arrays are created to store the values of time (tt), collective nuclear spin polarization

signal (sigZ), first spin polarization (Z1), last spin polarization (ZN), and the zero and dou-

ble quantum coherences (MQC). The density operator ρ is set to the predetermined initial

state. Then, for the number of timesteps set by itermax, each data point is calculated in the

simulation by starting with the previous state, evolving the quantum state by one timestep

using the unitary operator for Hdq (rho = U*rho*U’), reading out the trace of the density

matrix times the collective spin polarization matrix as the signal, and storing it in sigZ(tt).

The measured signal is thus

Sz(t) = Tr[ρ(t)Z], (A.4)

where Z is the collective z-polarization matrix described above. Values of the first and last

spin polarizations can be found with a similar method if desired. The multiple quantum co-

herences are found with the function getMQC. These data are not considered in this thesis,

but may be of interest in future experiments. The rest of the program plots the data points

on an appropriate time axis.

%PertDartSpinCHain_phi0: no-kicking simulation
%Calculates the spin dynamics of the chain
%You need to define N (chain length) and initial state.
%====================================================================
N = 9;
%====================================================================

% Pauli matrices
z=sparse([1 0; 0 -1]);x=sparse( [ 0 1;1 0]); y=1i*sparse([0 -1;1 0]);
ep=sparse([1 0; 0 0]);
em=sparse([0 0; 0 1]);
id=speye(2);p=sparse([0 1;0 0]);m=sparse([0 0; 1 0]);
dim=2^N;
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% define time steps for the simulation
tmin=0; time=1; itermax=300;

% Nearest neighbor couplings
b = 9.82*10^(-3);
a=b*diag(ones(N-1,1),1)+diag(ones(N-1,1),-1);

% Long range dipolar couplings
% a=zeros(N,N);
% for h=1:N
% a=a+diag(ones(N-h,1)/h^3,h)+diag(ones(N-h,1)/h^3,-h);
% end

% Hdq is the double quantum Hamiltonian that the spins evolve under
Hdq=sparse(dim,dim);

% Z is the collective nuclear spin polarization
Z=sparse(dim,dim);

for k=1:N,
Z = Z + mykron(speye(2^(k-1)),z,speye(2^(N-k)));

for h=k+1:N
Hdq=Hdq+a(k,h)*(mykron(speye(2^(k-1)),p,speye(2^(h-k-1)),p,
speye(2^(N-h)))+...

mykron(speye(2^(k-1)),m,speye(2^(h-k-1)),m,speye(2^(N-h))));
end

end

% first spin polarized
Z1 = mykron(z,speye(2^(N-1)));

% last spin polarized
ZN = mykron(speye(2^(N-1)),z);

% define initial state
rho0=Z;

% define Unitary operator for time step
U=sparse(expms(-1i*Hdq*time));

% Density operator normalization
normD = trace(Z*Z);

symbols = [’k’,’g’,’c’,’b’,’m’,’r’,’k--’,’c--’];
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nn = 1;
sigZN = zeros(1,itermax);
sigZ = zeros(1,itermax);
sigZ1 = zeros(1,itermax);
tt = zeros(1,itermax);
MQ = zeros(2,itermax);

rho = rho0; % initialize to rho0

for t=1:itermax,

rho=U*rho*U’; % Evolve quantum state
tt(t)=time*t; % store time
mqs = getMQC(rho); % get multiple quantum distribution
MQ(1,t) = mqs(1)/(mqs(1)+mqs(3)); % zero quantum coherence
MQ(2,t) = mqs(3)/(mqs(1)+mqs(3)); % double quantum coherence
sigZ(t) = trace(rho*Z)/normD; % collective magnetization
sigZN(t) = trace(rho*ZN)/normD; % last spin magnetizaion
sigZ1(t) = trace(rho*Z1)/normD; % first spin magnetization
end
%

figure(1)
xlabel(’Time’);
ylabel(’Polarization’);
%subplot(3,1,1);
plot(tt,sigZ,symbols(nn+4));
title([’\phi = 0, d = ’ num2str(b) ’, N = 9, 10, 11’ ]); %num2str(N)
xlabel(’Time (us)’);
ylabel(’Polarization’);
hold on
% This does subplots showing the first and last spin magnetization.
% subplot(3,1,2); plot(tt,sigZN,symbols(nn));
% title(’Last Spin Magnetization’);
% hold on
% subplot(3,1,3); plot(tt,sigZ1,symbols(nn));
% title(’1st Spin Magnetization’);
% xlabel(’Time’);
% ylabel(’Polarization’);
% hold on;
% This plots the MQCs, which we’re not looking at right now.
% figure(2)
% subplot(2,1,1); plot(tt,MQ(1,:),symbols(nn));
% title(’0Q’);
% hold on
% subplot(2,1,2); plot(tt,MQ(2,:),symbols(nn));
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% title(’2Q’);
% hold on;

return

A.2 Kicked chain simulations

The code at the end of this section is used to simulate the 9-spin chain evolving under a

kick φ. Applying the type of perturbation discussed in section 1.3 is very straightforward,

but some further modifications were made so that the operations performed on the spin

chain in the simulations would more closely resemble the experiments. The value of φ in

degrees is defined in the variable phiarray, which can take either a single number or a list

of φ values; all φ values are converted to radians in phiarray. The loops for loop created

with "for phi = phiarray" causes the program to run a full simulation for each value of φ in

the array.

From there, the kick is created by defining the unitary operator "Uphi = sparse(expms(-

1i*phi*Z/2))" (equivalent to Uφ = e−iφI
i
z ). However, if the same timestep is used to define

the unitary operator U for the double-quantum Hamiltonian and the evolution of the density

operator were given by "rho = Uphi*U*rho*U’*Uphi" replacing the old "rho = U*rho*U’"

within the same time iteration for loop, it would be equivalent alternating between kicking

the system and allowing it to evolve under HDQ for short, equal lengths of time. This

would be equivalent to a much stronger kicking effect than intended, and does not match

the experiments. To avoid this, the unitary operator for the double-quantum Hamiltonian

is changed to "U=sparse(expms(-1i*Hdq*tcyc/2))", where tcyc is the cycle time of the

four-pulse experimental sequence described in section 3.2, defined as tcyc = 6(d3 + p1),

where p1 is the pulse length and d3 is the delay time (∆/2 in the average Hamiltonian

theory calculations in Chapter 1). Since the experimental sequence has two two-pulse

HDQ sequences with a phase rotation by φ (the kick) but no intermediate time delay, tcyc/2
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is the total cycle time for a single two-pulse sequence. Applying Uphi in between two

U operators, so the evolution is given by "rho=U*Uphi*U*rho*U’*Uphi’*U’", is more

formally equivalent to

ρ(t) = UDQUφUDQρ(0)U †DQU
†
φU
†
DQ. (A.5)

This mimics the implementation of the experimental pulse sequence that is discussed in

more detail in section 3.2, rotating the spins about the z-axis by φ during the evolution

under the double-quantum Hamiltonian.

In addition, due to the change in the time scaling for U, the time iteration for loop must

be changed so that it only does a calculation at t = Ntcyc. (This is similar to the require-

ment in average Hamiltonian theory that the system only be measured after one or more full

cycles have elapsed.) The vector "ts" is defined to count up time values for each cycle up to

the end time itermax*time, and the length of this vector is the number of points for which

the final calculation is performed. Everything else in the simulation remains unchanged

from the phi = 0 case.

%PertDartSpinChain_overlay2: kicked spin chain simulation
%Calculates the spin dynamics of the kicked chain
%You need to define N and choose flag and initstate.
%====================================================================
N = 9;
%====================================================================

% Pauli matrices
z=sparse([1 0; 0 -1]);x=sparse( [ 0 1;1 0]); y=1i*sparse([0 -1;1 0]);
ep=sparse([1 0; 0 0]);
em=sparse([0 0; 0 1]);
id=speye(2);p=sparse([0 1;0 0]);m=sparse([0 0; 1 0]);
dim=2^N;

% define time steps for the simulation
tmin=1; time=1; itermax=300;

phideg = 48; %input value or list of values in degrees
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phiarray = (pi/180)*phideg;

% Nearest neighbor couplings
b = 8.2*10^(-3);
a=b*diag(ones(N-1,1),1)+diag(ones(N-1,1),-1);

% Long range dipolar couplings
% a=zeros(N,N);
% for h=1:N
% a=a+diag(ones(N-h,1)/h^3,h)+diag(ones(N-h,1)/h^3,-h);
% end

% Hdq is the double quantum Hamiltonian
Hdq=sparse(dim,dim);

% Z is the collective nuclear spin polarization
Z=sparse(dim,dim);

% Define cycle time tcyc = 6(d3+p1)
tcyc = 21.6;

% define time vector for discrete time steps
ts = 1:tcyc:itermax*time;

for k=1:N,
Z = Z + mykron(speye(2^(k-1)),z,speye(2^(N-k)));

for h=k+1:N
Hdq=Hdq+a(k,h)*(mykron(speye(2^(k-1)),p,speye(2^(h-k-1)),p,
speye(2^(N-h)))+...

mykron(speye(2^(k-1)),m,speye(2^(h-k-1)),m,speye(2^(N-h))));
end

end

% first spin polarized
Z1 = mykron(z,speye(2^(N-1)));

% last spin polarized
ZN = mykron(speye(2^(N-1)),z);

% define initial state
rho0=Z;

% define Unitary operator for time step tcyc/2
U=sparse(expms(-1i*Hdq*tcyc/2));
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% Density operator normalization
normD = trace(Z*Z);

symbols = [’k’,’g’,’c’,’b’,’m’,’r’,’k--’,’c--’];

nn = 1;
for phi = phiarray,

sigZN = zeros(1,length(ts));
sigZ = zeros(1,length(ts));
sigZ1 = zeros(1,length(ts));
tt = zeros(1,length(ts));
MQ = zeros(2,length(ts));

rho = rho0; % initialize to rho0

for pt=1:1:length(ts),
Uphi = sparse(expms(-1i*phi*Z/2)); %divide by 2 to get spin op.
rho=U*Uphi*U*rho*U’*Uphi’*U’; % Evolve quantum state
tt(pt)=tcyc*pt; % store time
mqs = getMQC(rho); % get multiple quantum distribution
MQ(1,pt) = mqs(1)/(mqs(1)+mqs(3)); % zero quantum coherence
MQ(2,pt) = mqs(3)/(mqs(1)+mqs(3)); % double quantum coherence
sigZ(pt) = trace(rho*Z)/normD; % collective magnetization
sigZN(pt) = trace(rho*ZN)/normD; % last spin magnetization
sigZ1(pt) = trace(rho*Z1)/normD; % first spin magnetization

end

%

figure(1)
noerror = zeros(1,length(ts));
figure(1)
errorbar(tt,sigZ,noerror,’*-’,’Color’,symbols(nn));
title([’\phi = ’ num2str(phideg)]);
%axis([0 350 0 1]);
xlabel(’Time (us)’);
ylabel(’Polarization’);
hold on

% This does subplots showing the first and last spin magnetization.
% subplot(3,1,2); plot(tt,sigZN,symbols(nn));
% title(’Last Spin Magnetization’);
% hold on
% subplot(3,1,3); plot(tt,sigZ1,symbols(nn));
% title(’1st Spin Magnetization’);
% xlabel(’Time’);
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% ylabel(’Polarization’);
% hold on;
% This plots the MQCs, which we’re not looking at right now.
% figure(2)
% subplot(2,1,1); plot(tt,MQ(1,:),symbols(nn));
% title(’0Q’);
% hold on
% subplot(2,1,2); plot(tt,MQ(2,:),symbols(nn));
% title(’2Q’);
% hold on;

nn = nn + 1;
end

return

A.3 Data readout

The following program reads out the experimental data, as described in Chapter 2.

% Data readout program: ConstNoiseNorm (developed by Chris Zeitler,
% modified April-May 2014 by Laurel Anderson)
%main_folder = cd(’kickspin’);
%figure
marker = [’ro’,’ks’,’bd’,’g>’,’m*’,’c<’, ’rs’,’k*’,’bo’,’gs’];
num_exp=7;
%p1=1.4;
p1 = 3;
%d3=1.89;
d3 = 0.6;
pulse_number=4;
%% experiment start locations by ratio
%ratio_8=[124 139 153:14:264];
%ratio_1=[267:42:350 352:42:435 437:42:520];
%ratio_3=ratio_1+14;
%ratio_5=ratio_3+14;

phases = 64;
starts = 575;

% starts = [335 349 363 377 391 405 419 447 433]; %data set 1, 5/8/14
% phases = [0 4 8 12 18 24 32 48 64];

% starts = [463 477 491 505 519 533 547 561 575]; %data set 2, 5/11/14
% phases = [0 4 8 12 18 24 32 48 64];
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% starts = [1112 1042 1056 1505 1070 1336 1084 1350 1098]; %fall 2013 data
% phases = [0 4 8 12 16 24 32 48 64];

td=13;
td2=1024;
Realpoints=1:2:td2-1;
Imagpoints=2:2:td2;
xxx=zeros(num_exp,td);
errs=zeros(num_exp,td);

%ratios=[1 3 5 8];
for k=1:length(phases),

phase=phases(k);
start = starts(k);

num_exp=length(start);

ncyc=1:td;
cyc = 3*(d3+p1);

yy = cyc*ncyc*(pulse_number/2);

yyy=yy;
n = 1;
mmm = 10;
for j=start:start+td-1

cd(int2str(j));
fid=fopen(’fid’,’r’,’b’);
ser=fread(fid,[td2,1],’int32’);
status=fclose(fid);

data=ser(Realpoints,:)+1i*ser(Imagpoints,:);

% figure(1);
% plot(real(data));

%plot(abs(fftshift(fft(data))));
% pause;

cd(’..’)
%if j==start
% if abs(imag(data(mmm,1)))>abs(real(data(mmm,1)))
% flag=1;
% else
% flag=0;
% end
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%end
flag = 0;
if flag==1

xx=mean(imag(data(mmm-5:mmm+5,1)));
else

xx=mean(real(data(mmm-5:mmm+5,1)));

end

if flag==1
errs = std(imag(data(400:500,1)),1);
base = mean(imag(data(400:500,1)),1);

else
errs = std(real(data(400:500,1)),1);
base = mean(real(data(400:500,1)),1);

end
xxx(k,n) = (xx-base);

ers(k,n) = errs;
n = n+1;

end

% if(xxx(k,1) < 0)
% xxx(k,:) = -xxx(k,:);
% end

scale = xxx(k,1);
xxx(k,:) = 0.9792*xxx(k,:)./scale;
ers(k,:) = ers(k,:)./scale;

symbols = {’ko-’,’bo-’,’mo-’,’b-’,’m-’,’r-’,’k--’,’c--’,’g--’,’b--’};
colors={[0 0 0],[0 0 1],[0 .5 0], [.5 .5 0],[0 0 0] [0 0 1],

[0 .5 0], [.5 .5 0], [0 0 0],[0 0 1],[0 .5 0], [.5 .5 0],
[0 0 0] [0 0 1], [0 .5 0], [.5 .5 0], [0 0 0],[0 0 1],[0 .5 0],
[.5 .5 0],...
[0 0 0] [0 0 1], [0 .5 0], [.5 .5 0],[0 0 0] [0 0 1], [0 .5 0],
[.5 .5 0],[0 0 0] [0 0 1], [0 .5 0], [.5 .5 0]....
[0 0 0] [0 0 1], [0 .5 0], [.5 .5 0],[0 0 0] [0 0 1], [0 .5 0],
[.5 .5 0],[0 0 0] [0 0 1], [0 .5 0], [.5 .5 0]};

figure(1)
%subplot(1,1,k);

errorbar(yyy,xxx(k,:),ers(k,:),’o-’,’Color’,colors{k})
hold on
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%title(’\phi = 0, 4, 8, 12, 18, 24, 32, 48, 64’)
title([’\phi = ’ num2str(phase)]);
xlabel(’Time (\mus)’);
ylabel(’Signal strength’);

% set(gcf,’color’,[1 1 1]);
% figure(42)

hold on;

errorbar(yyy,xxx(k,:),ers(k,:),’o-’,’Color’,colors{k});
%title(num2str(phases(k)));

end

return
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Appendix B

Pulse program

The following is the pulse program used for the first data point of the experiment. Subse-
quent data points have the sequence in lines 2-7 of section 2 repeated such that the Nth data
point has N iterations of the sequence. The kick strength values φi are stored in the phase
correction vector "r". After the main pulse sequence and comment "read out Zeeman terms
without refocusing," a solid echo sequence is implemented to improve data collection, as
described in section 2.3.

# 1 "/opt/xwinnmr/exp/stan/nmr/lists/pp/cr.zeemantranspnoise1"
;cz.zeemantranspnoise1//
# 1 "/opt/xwinnmr/exp/stan/nmr/lists/pp/Avance.incl" 1
;Avance.incl
;avance-version (03/02/17)
;$Id: Avance1.incl,v 1.7.2.3 2003/02/25 14:48:47 ber Exp $
# 3 "/opt/xwinnmr/exp/stan/nmr/lists/pp/cr.zeemantranspnoise1" 2

define delay mq1
"mq1=d3/2";

define delay mq2
"mq2=d3+d3+p1";

define delay decho
"decho=d6-3u-10*dw" ; Echo Delay

1 ze
2u pl2:f2

2 d1
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; Start sequence
mq1 p1:f2 ph0:r
mq2 p1:f2 ph0:r

mq1
mq1 p1:f2 ph1:r
mq2 p1:f2 ph1:r

mq1

; read out Zeeman terms without refocusing

2u
p1:f2 ph29
d6
p1:f2 ph30
decho

go=2 ph31
1m wr #0

exit

; Phases used in the pulseprog:
ph0= (65536) 0 ;create & select MQC
ph1= (65536) 32768 ;create & select MQC
ph29= 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 ; Solid Echo
ph30= 3 2 1 0 1 0 3 2 ; SE Read Out
ph31= 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 ; Receiver
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